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INTRODUCTION
0.1. Let U be the quantized enveloping algebra corresponding to a root
datum of possibly infinite type. We consider the following two structures
of U:
(a) the canonical basis [L, 14.4] of U+ (the + part of U).
(b) the symmetries Ti : U  U (Ti=T $i, &1 as in [L, Part VI]) which
constitute the braid group action on U.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the extent to which these two
structures are compatible.
First note that Ti does not map U+ to itself. But it certainly maps the sub-
algebra U+ & T&1i (U
+) isomorphically onto the subalgebra Ti (U+) & U+.
Using the direct sum decompositions
U+=(U+ & T&1i (U
+))U+Ei , U+=(Ti (U+) & U+)EiU+,
we can project U+ onto either of its subspaces U+ & T&1i (U
+) or
Ti (U+) & U+. These projections apply the canonical basis of U+ to a
basis of U+ & T&1i (U
+) or Ti (U+) & U+ (union with 0). One of our main
results is that these bases of U+ & T&1i (U
+), Ti (U+) & U+ correspond to
each other under Ti . (See Theorem 1.2.)
In an earlier draft of this paper, Theorem 1.2 was proved up to sign, and
the sign was shown to be + under a mild assumption on the Cartan
datum. I thank Kashiwara for pointing out to me the paper [S] which
allowed me to remove that assumption.
0.2. Notation. Our notation will follow that of [L] where references to
original sources of the results we use can be found. See also [K].
Let v be an indeterminate. Instead of Q(v) we shall write . Let
A=Z[v, v&11]. Given a # Z, t # N we define [ at] # A as in [L, 1.3.1]. Let
A=Q(v) & Q[[v&1]].
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We fix a Cartan datum (I, } ). (Recall that I is a finite set with a given
symmetric bilinear form &, &$ [ & } &$ on the free abelian group Z[I] with
values in Z as in [L, 1.1.1].) Let (Y, X, ( , ) ) be the simply connected
root datum of type (I, } ). (Recall that Y=Z[I], X=Hom(Y, Z) and
( , ) : Y_Z  Z is the obvious pairing.)
For i # I we set vi=vi } i2. For any P # Q(v) let Pi # Q(v) denote the result
of substituting v by vi in P. For &=i &i i # N[I], let tr(&)=i &i # N.
Let f be the Q(v)-algebra attached to (I, } ) in [L, 1.2.5]; its generators
are %i (with i # I ). The algebra f is naturally graded by N[I], namely
f=& f& (see [L, 1.2.5]). When x # f& , we set |x|=& # N[I]. For i # I,
p # N, let % ( p)i # f be as in [L, 1.4.1]. Let Af be the A-subalgebra of f
generated by [% ( p)i | i # I, p # N]. For i # I, let i r : f  f, ri : f  f be as in [L,
1.2.13]. Let &: Q(v)  Q(v) be as in [L, 1.2.10] and let &: f  f be as in
[L, 1.2.12]. Let _ : f  f be as in [L, 1.2.9]. Let ( , ) : f_f  Q(v) be as in
[L, 1.2.5]. Let B be the canonical basis of f, [L, 14.4]. Let L=
[x # Af | (x, x) # A]. This coincides with the Z[v&1]-submodule of f
generated by B.
Let U be the (DrinfeldJimbo) quantized enveloping algebra over Q(v)
attached to the root datum above, see [L, 3.1.1]. Its generators are Ei , Fi
(with i # I ) and K& with & # Y. Let K i=K (i } i)2i . Let
&: U  U be as in [L,
3.1.12]. We have an imbedding of algebras f  U, x [ x+ given by %i [ Ei
for all i; its image is U+. We have an imbedding of algebras f  U,
x [ x& given by %i [ Fi for all i; its image is U&. Let E ( p)i =(%
( p)
i )
+,
F ( p)i =(%
( p)
i )
&. Let AU
+ be the A-subalgebra of U+ generated by
[E ( p)i | i # I, p # N].
For i # I, e=\1, let T $i,e : U  U be the algebra automorphism defined
in [L, 37.1]; for any integrable U-module M let T $i, e : M  M be defined as
in [L, 5.2.1]. We shall write Ti instead of T $i,&1 and T i instead of T $i, 1 .
Let X+=[* # X | (i, *) # N \i]. For * # X+, we denote by 4* , |4* the U-
modules defined in [L, 3.5.6, 3.5.7]; let ’* , !&* be their canonical generators.
Let ( , )* : 4*_4*  Q(v) be as in [L, 19.1.2]. Let B* be the canonical basis
of |4* . Let L* be the Q(v) & Z[[v&1]]-submodule of |4* generated by B* .
Let E k , F k : |4*  |4* be the Kashiwara operators [L, 16.1.4].
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS
1.1. Let i # I. We set
f i=[x # f | ri (x)=0]=[x # f | x+ # U+ & T&1i (U
+)],
if=[x # f | i r(x)=0]=[x # f | x+ # Ti (U+) & U+];
see [L, 38.1.6]. Then f i, if are subalgebras of f.
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By [L, 38.1.5] we have a direct sum decomposition f= if%i f as a
vector space. Let i? : f  if be the projection with kernel %i f. By [L, 14.3.2],
B & %i f is a basis of %i f. Hence i? maps B&(B & %i f) bijectively onto a basis
iB of if.
Similarly, we have a direct sum decomposition f=f i f%i as a vector
space. Let ?i : f  f i be the projection with kernel f%i . By [L, 14.3.2],
B & f%i is a basis of f%i . Hence ?i maps B&(B & f%i) bijectively onto a basis
Bi of f i.
Let {i : f i[ if be the algebra isomorphism defined by {i (x)+=Ti (x+).
Theorem 1.2. {i : f i [ if maps any element of Bi to an element of iB.
Thus, there is a unique bijection }i : B&(B & f%i)[B&(B & %i f) such that
Ti (?i(;)+)= i?(}i (;))+ for any ; # B&(B & f%i).
The proof (up to sign) will be given in 1.10 (modulo two propositions,
1.5 and 1.9, which will be proved in Sections 2, 3). The indeterminacy of
sign will be removed in Sections 6, 7.
1.3. Let A
if= Af & if, Af i= Af & f i. We have
(a) i?(Af )=Aif.
Indeed, i?(x)=s0 (&1)s vs(s&1)2i %
(s)
i ( i r)
sx (see [L, 16.1.2]) and, by [L,
13.2.4], i r maps Af into itself. From this we deduce, using _, that
(b) ?i(Af)=Af i.
1.4. For x, y # f we set
(x, y) i =(?i(x), ?i( y))=(x, ?i( y))=(?i(x), y),
i (x, y)=( i?(x), i?( y))=(x, i?( y))=( i?(x), y).
(We have used the fact that f%i , f i are orthogonal under ( , ) and that %i f,
if are orthogonal under ( , ); see [L, 1.2.13].)
Proposition 1.5. (a) If ;, ;$ are elements of B&(B & %i f ), then
i (;, ;$)=$;, ;$ mod v&1A.
(b) If ;, ;$ are elements of B&(B & f%i), then (;, ;$) i =$;, ;$ mod v&1A.
The proof will be given in Sect. 2.
1.6. We define a map f i  f i by x [ x =?i(x ) for x # f i and a map
if  if by x [ x^= i?(x ) for x # if. As f%i and %i f are stable under &: f  f,
we have ?i(x )=?i(x)

and i?(x )=
i?(x) for all x # f.
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Proposition 1.7. (a) Let x # f i. We have x # \Bi if and only if x # Af i,
x^=x and (x, x) # 1+v&1A.
(b) Let x # if. We have x # \i B if and only if x # Aif, x =x and
(x, x) # 1+v&1A.
We prove (a). Assume that x=\?i(;) where ; # B&(B & f%i). We have
; # Af hence x # Af i (see 1.3(b)). By 1.5(b), we have (;, ;) i # 1+v&1A.
Equivalently, (x, x) # 1+v&1A. We have x =\?i(;)

=\?i(; )=\?i(;)=x.
Conversely, assume that x # Af i, x =x and (x, x) # 1+v&1A. Our
assumption implies x # Af. Using [L, 14.2.2] we see that x=; # B c;;
where c; # Z[v&1] are zero for all but finitely many ;; moreover, the con-
stant term of c; is \1 for a single ; (say ;0) and is 0 for all other ;. Since
?i(x)=x and ?i(B & f%i)=0, it follows that x=; c;?
i(;) where ; runs
over B&(B & f%i). Now x =; # B c ;;; applying ?
i we obtain x =; c ;;
where ; runs over B&(B & f%i). Since x =x, it follows that c;=c ; for all
; # B&(B&f%i). Since c; # Z[v&1] it follows that c; # Z for all ; # B&
(B & f%i). Hence c;=0 for all ; # B&(B & f%i) with ;{;0 and c;0=\1 if
;0 # B&(B & f%i). Thus, x=0 if ;0  B&(B & f%i) and x=\?i(;0) if
;0 # B&(B & f%i); the first alternative does not occur since (x, x) #
1+v&1A. This proves (a).
The proof of (b) is entirely similar; alternatively, (b) can be deduced
from (a), using _.
Proposition 1.8. (a) Let ; # B&(B & %i f). We have ;& i?(;) # v&1L.
(b) Let ; # B&(B & f%i). We have ;&?i(;) # v&1L.
We prove (a). From the definition of B we have ; # A f and from 1.3(a)
we have i?(;) # Af. Hence
(c) ;& i?(;) # Af.
From the definition of B we have (;, ;) # 1+v&1A. From 1.5 we have
(;, i?(;))=( i?(;), ;)=( i?(;), i?(;)) # 1+v&1A. It follows that
(d) (;& i?(;), ;& i?(;)) # v&1A.
Using [L, 14.2.2] and (d) we see that ;& i?(;) is a linear combination
of elements in B with coefficients in v&1A; by (c), these coefficients are also
in A, hence they are in v&1A & A=v&1Z[v&1]. (a) is proved. The proof
of (b) is entirely similar.
Proposition 1.9. For any x # f i we have {i (x )=

{i (x).
The proof will be given in Section 3.
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1.10. Proof of Theorem 1.2 (Up to sign), assuming 1.5 and 1.9. Let x # Bi
and let x$={i (x) # if. By 1.7(a), we have x # Af i, x^=x and (x, x) #
1+v&1A. The formulas in [L, 37.1.3] show that Ti maps AU+ into the
A-subalgebra Ai of U generated by E (a)j for various j # I, a # N, by F
(a)
i for
a # N and by K &1i . Hence Ti maps [x
+ | x # Af i] into A i & f. By an integral
version of the triangular decomposition of U, we have Ai & f= Af. It
follows that {i (Af i)/ Aif. In particular, we have
(a) x$ # Aif.
From 1.9 and x^=x we deduce
(b) x $=x$.
We have (x$, x$)=({i (x), {i (x))=(x, x) where the second equality follows
from [L, 38.2.1]. Hence (x$, x$) # 1+v&1A. Using now 1.7(b), we see from
(a), (b) that x$ # \i B.
Thus, we have proved the following weaker form of Theorem 1.2:
(c) There exists a unique bijection }i : B&(B & f%i)[B&(B & %i f)
such that Ti (sgn(;) ?i(;)+)= i?(}i (;))+ for any ; # B&(B & f%i). Here
sgn(;)=\1.
To obtain Theorem 1.2, it remains to prove that sgn(;)= \1 for any
; # B&(B & f%i). This will be done by three different methods (at various
levels of generality) in Sections 6, 7.
2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.5
2.1. Let x, y # f. Let us consider * # X such that (i, *) =0 and ( j, *) 0
for all j # I&[i]. We consider the inner product (x&’* , y&’*)* # Q(v) and
we take its limit in Q((v&1)) (for convergence in the sense of power series
in v&1) as *   in the sense that ( j, *)   for all j # I&[i].
Lemma 2.2. (a) This limit exists; we denote it by [x, y].
(b) We have [x, y]=(x, y) i .
We can assume that both x, y belong to f& for some &. We prove (a) by
induction on tr(&)=N. If N=0, the result is obvious. Assume that N1.
We can assume that there exists j # I and x$ # f&$ where &$=&&j such that
x=%jx$. As in [L, 19.3.7] we have
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(x&’* , y&’*)*= &
v( j, &2*+&)&1j
vj&v&1j
(x$&’* , rj ( y)& ’*)*
+
1
1&v&2j
(x$&’* , j r( y)& ’*)* .
By the induction hypothesis, the two inner products in the right hand side
are convergent as *  ; moreover, v( j, &2*)j is convergent as *  
(namely, to 0, if j{i and to 1, if j=i). Hence the left hand side is con-
vergent as *   and (a) is proved. The previous argument shows also
that
[x, y]=
1
1&v&2j
[x$, j r( y)] if j{i,
[x, y]= &
v(i, &)&1i
vi&v&1i
[x$, ri ( y)]+
1
1&v&2i
[x$, i r( y)] if j=i.
We show that ( , ) i satisfies analogous identities. We can write uniquely
x=x0+x1 %i , y=y0+y1 %i where x0 , y0 # f i and xi , y1 # f (see [L, 38.1]).
Write x$=x$0+x$1 %i where x$0 # f i, x$1 # f and %jx$0=x +z%i where x~ # f i,
z # f. Then x=x~ +(x+%jx$1)%i . Thus, x~ =x0 . Since f%i , f i are orthogonal
under ( , ), we have (z%i , y0)=0, hence
(x, y) i=(x0 , y0)=(x0+z%i , y0)=(%jx$0 , y0).
By [L, 1.2.13] we have
j r( y)= j r( y0)+ j r( y1)%i+$ijv | y1 | } iy1 .
Thus,
(c) (x$, j r( y)) i=(x$0 , j r( y))=(x$0 , j r( y0)) if j{i,
(d) (x$, j r( y)) i=(x$0 , j r( y))=(x$0 , j r( y0))+v | y1 | } i(x$0 , y1)
=(x$0 , j r( y0)) i+v | y1 | } i(x$0 , y1) i if j=i.
Now ri ( y)=v2ri ( y1)+y1 hence
(e) (x$, ri ( y)) i=(x$0 , ri ( y))=(x$0 , y1)=(x$0 , y1) i .
If j{i, we have
1
1&v&2j
(x$, j r( y)) i=
1
1&v&2j
(x$0 , j r( y0))=(%jx$0 , y0)=(x, y0)=(x, y) i .
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(The first equality uses (c).) If j=i, we have
&
v(i, &) &1i
vi&v&1i
(x$, ri ( y)) i+
1
1&v&2i
(x$, i r( y)) i
=&
vi } | y|
v2i &1
(x$0 , y1)i+
1
1&v&2i
(x$0 , i r( y0)) i+
vi } | y|
v2i &1
(x$0 , y1) i
=
1
1&v&2i
(x$0 , i r( y0)) i=
1
1&v&2i
(x$0 , i r( y0))
=(%i x$0 , y0)=(x, y0)=(x, y) i .
(The first equality follows from (d), (e).) We now see that [ , ] and ( , ) i
satisfy the same inductive formula. Since [1, 1]=(1, 1) i , it follows that (b)
holds. The lemma is proved.
2.3. Let ;, ;$ be as in 1.5(b). If * # X is such that (i, *) =0 and ( j, *)
is large enough for any j{i, then ;&’* and ;$&’* belong to the canonical
basis of 4* ; they coincide if and only if ;, ;$ coincide. (See [L, 14.4.11].)
By [L, 19.3.3], we have
(;&’* , ;$’*)*=$;, ;$ mod v&1Z[v&1].
Taking the limit in Q((v&1)) as *   (in the sense that ( j, *) tends to
 for all j{i and (i, *)=0), we obtain [;, ;$]=$;, ;$ mod v&1A. Hence,
(;, ;$)i=$;, ;$ mod v&1A. Thus, 1.5(b) is proved.
Now let ;, ;$ be as in 1.5(a). Then _(;), _(;$) are as in 1.5(b). We have
i (;, ;$)=( i?(;), i?(;$))=(_( i?(;)), _( i?(;$)))
=(?i(_(;)), ?i(_(;$))) # $_(;), _(;$)+v&1A=$;, ;$+v&1A.
(The second equality follows from [L, 1.2.8]; the other equalities follows
from the definitions; we have also used 1.5(b).). This proves 1.5(a).
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.9
Lemma 3.1. For any p # N we set c( p)=v&( p2+3p)2(v&v&1)(v2&v&2) } } }
(v p&v&p). For any j, h # N we have  jp=0 c( p) v
p( j&h)[ jp][
p+h
p ]=v
&2jh&2j.
The proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 3.2. Let M be an integrable U-module. Let 6 : M  M be the
operator defined by 6(m)=p0 c( p) i E ( p)i F
( p)
i K
p
i (m) for all m # M. Here
c( p) is as in 3.1.
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(a) We have Ti=6 b Ti as operators on M.
(b) For any u # U and any m # M we have Ti (u) 6(m)=6(T i (u)m).
(c) Let u # U and let ! # M be such that Fi!=0. We have
Ti (u)!=T i (u)! mod EiM.
We prove (a). We may assume that I=[i] and that M has a basis ’,
Fi ’ , ..., F (q)i ’ where Ei’=0 and K i ’=v
q
i ’. It suffices to show that
Ti F ( j)’=6(T iF ( j)’) for any j # [0, q]. Let h=q&j. By [L, 5.2.2], we have
Ti F ( j)’=(&1) j v&( jh+j)i F
(h)
i ’, 6(T iF
( j)’)=6((&1) j v ( jh+j )i F
(h)
i ’).
Hence it suffices to show that 6(F (h)i ’)=v
&2jh&2j
i F
(h)
i ’. We have
6(F (h)i ’)= :
p0
c( p) i E ( p)i F
( p+h)
i v
p( j&h)
i _p+hp & i ’
= :
j
p=0
c( p) i v p( j&h)i _ jp& i _
p+h
p & i F (h)i ’
(The last equality follows from [L, 3.1.9].) We now use 3.1; (a) is proved.
We prove (b). Let m$ # M. Using the definitions and (a), we have
Ti (u) 6T i (m$)=Ti (u) Ti (m$)=Ti (um$)=6T i (um$)=6T i (u) T i (m$).
Applying this to m$ such that T i (m$)=m, we obtain Ti (u) 6(m)=
6(T i (u)m). This proves (b).
We prove (c). For any m # M we have 6(m)=m mod Ei M. In par-
ticular, 6(T i (u)!)=T i (u)! mod EiM. On the other hand, clearly 6(!)=!,
hence
Ti (u)!=Ti (u) 6(!)=6(T i (u)!)=T i (u)! mod EiM.
(The second equality follows from (b).) The lemma is proved.
3.3. Let x # f i and let y={i (x) # if. Then x # f, y # f can be written
uniquely in the form x =x$0+x$1 %i , y =y$0+%i y$1 where x$0 # f i, x$1 # f, y$0 # if,
y$1 # f. By definition, x =x$0 , y^=y$0 . We must prove that {i (x$0)=y$0 .
Let a=(aj) j # I # N I. Let f(a)=j f%aj+1j (a left ideal in f) and let M=ff(a).
Let ! be the image of 1 # f in M. We may regard M as an integrable
U-module in which Fj!=0 for all j # I and Ej acts as left multiplication by
%j for all j # J. We have
T i (x +)=Ti (x+)=y +=y$0++Ei y1$+.
(The first equality follows from [L, 37.2.4]). Hence we have (in M)
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(a) T i (x +)!=y$0+! mod EiM.
Setting Ti (x$0+)=z+0 , where z0 #
if, we have
Ti (x +)=Ti (x$0++x$1+Ei)=z+0 &Ti (x$1
+) K&1i Fi .
Hence
(b) Ti (x +)!=z+0 !,
since Fi !=0. Applying the identity in 3.2(c) with u=x + we obtain
Ti (x +)!=T i (x +)! mod EiM
hence, using (a), (b), we have z+0 !=y$0
+! mod EiM.
It follows that z0&y$0 # %i f+f(a). This holds for any a. Taking a with
large coordinates, it follows that z0&y$0 # %i f. We have z0 # if, y$0 # if hence
z0&y$0 # if & %i f. But the last intersection is zero (see [L, 38.1.5]). Hence
z0=y$0 . Proposition 1.9 is proved.
4. THE ALGEBRA V
4.1. In this section we assume that (I, } ) is simply laced [L, 2.1.3] and
that there do not exist three elements i1 , i2 , i3 in I such that i1 } i2=i2 } i3=
i3 } i1=&1. We identify the algebras f and U+ via x [ x+. The maps
j r, rj : f  f become maps U+  U+; the inner product ( , ) on f becomes
an inner product on U+, L becomes a lattice in U and B becomes a basis
of U+.
We fix i{j in I. In the following lemma, the sums are finite, the
exponents C are in N, and the coefficients  are in A.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that i } j= &1.
(a) E (m)k E
(n)
i =E
(n)
i E
(m)
k if k } i=0.
(b) E (m)k E
(n)
i = E
(C)
i Ti (E
(C)
k ) E
(C)
k if k } i=&1.
(c) Ti (E (m)k ) E
(n)
i =E
(n)
i Ti (E
(n)
k ) if k } i=&1.
(d) E (m)k Ti (E
(n)
j )=Ti (E
(n)
j ) E
(m)
k if k } i=k } j=0 or if k=j.
(e) E (m)k Ti (E
(n)
j )= Ti (E
(C)
j ) TiTj (E
(C)
k ) E
(C)
k if k } j=&1, k } i=0.
(f) E (m)k Ti (E
(n)
j )= Ti (E
(C)
j ) E
(C)
j TjTi (E
(C)
k ) Ti (E
(C)
k ) E
(C)
k if k } i
=&1, k } j=0.
(g) Ti (E (m)k ) Ti (E
(n)
j )=Ti (E
(n)
j ) Ti (E
(m)
k ) if k } j=0, k } i=&1.
(h) Ti Tj (E (m)k ) Ti (E
(n)
j )=Ti (E
(n)
j ) TiTj (E
(m)
k ) if k } j=&1, k } i=0.
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(i) Tj Ti (E (m)k ) Ti (E
(n)
j )=Ti (E
(n)
j ) TjTi (E
(m)
k ) if k } i= &1, k } j=0.
(j) E (m)k E
(n)
j =E
(n)
j E
(m)
k if k } j=0, k{i.
(k) E (m)k E
(n)
j = E
(C)
j Tj (E
(C)
k ) E
(C)
k if k } j=&1, k } i=0.
(l) Ti (E (m)k ) E
(n)
j = E
(C)
j TjTi (E
(C)
k ) Ti (E
(C)
k ) if k } i=&1, k } j=0.
(m) Tj (E (m)k ) E
(n)
j =E
(n)
j Tj (E
(m)
k ) if k } j=&1, k } i=0.
(n) Tj Ti (E (m)k ) E
(n)
j =E
(n)
j Tj Ti (E
(m)
k ) if k } i=&1, k } j=0.
(o) Ti Tj (E (m)k ) E
(n)
j =E
(n)
j TiTj (E
(m)
k ) if k } i=0, k } j=&1.
(a), (g), (j) are clear; (o) follows from Ej=Ti Tj (Ei); (b), (k), (c), (h),
(m) follows from [L, 42.1.2(b), (a)]; (d) follows from [L, 42.1.2(a)] if
k= j and is obvious if k } i=k } j=0 (we use Ek=Ti (Ek)); (e) follows
from [L, 42.1.2(b)], using Ek=Ti (Ek); (i) follows from [L, 42.1.2(a)],
using Tj Ti (Ek)=TiT&1k Tj (Ei), Ti (Ej)=TiT
&1
k (Ej); (l) follows from [L,
42.1.2(b)], using Ti (Ek)=T&1k (Ei), Ej=T
&1
k Ej , TjTi (Ek)=T
&1
k Tj (Ei);
(n) follows from [L, 42.1.2(a)], using Ej=T&1k Ej , Tj Ti (Ek)=T
&1
k Tj (Ei).
It remains to prove (f). We may assume that I=[i, j, k]. In this case, the
Cartan datum is of type A3 . The element E (m)k Ti (E
(n)
j ) belongs to AU
+,
hence, by [L, 41.1.7], it can be written uniquely in the form
: caE (a1)i Ti (E
(a2)
j ) E
(a3)
j TjTi (E
(a4)
k ) Ti (E
(a5)
k ) E
(a6)
k
where the sum is over all a=(a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6) # N6 and ca # A are
zero for all but finitely many indices. (We use the PBW-basis correspond-
ing to the reduced expression for the longest element of the Weyl group
given by the sequence i, j, i, k, i, j. Note that
Ej=TiTj (Ei), TjTi (Ek)=TiTjTi (Ek),
Ti (Ek)=TiTjTi Tk(Ei), Ek=Ti TjTiTk Ti (Ej).)
Now T&1i (E
(m)
k Ti (E
(n)
j ))=T
&1
i (E
(m)
k ) E
(n)
j # U
+ hence
: c~ aF (a1)i K
a1
i E
(a2)
j Tj (E
(a3)
i ) TjTi (E
(a4)
k ) TjTiTk(E
(a5)
i ) TjTiTkTi (E
(a6)
j ) # U
+;
here the sum is over a = (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6) # N6 and c~ a =
(&1)a1 v&a1(a1&1)ca .
Using now the triangular decomposition of U (see [L, 3.2.5]) and the fact
that the elements E (a2)j Tj (E
(a3)
i ) TjTi (E
(a4)
k ) Tj TiTk(E
(a5
i ) TjTiTkTi (E
(a6)
j )
are linearly independent in U+ (they are part of the PBW-basis attached to
j, i, k, i, j, i) we deduce that ca=0 whenever a1{0. This proves (f). The
lemma is proved.
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4.3. Let V be the subalgebra of U+ generated by the elements
Ek with k  [i, j];
Ti (Ek) with k } i=&1;
Tj (Ek) with k } j=&1;
Ti Tj (Ek) with k } j=&1, if i } j=&1;
Tj Ti (Ek) with k } i=&1, if i } j= &1;
Ti Tj (Ek)=TjTi (Ek) with k } j=&1, k } i=&1, if i } j=0.
Let V$ be the subalgebra of U+ generated by the elements Ei , Ej . Let VA
be the A-subalgebra of AU+ generated by the elements
E (n)k with k  [i, j], n # N;
Ti ((E (n)k )) with k } i=&1, n # N;
Tj (E (n)k ) with k } j=&1, n # N;
Ti Tj (E (n)k ) with k } j= &1, n # N, if i } j=&1;
Tj Ti (E (n)k ) with k } i=&1, n # N, if i } j=&1;
Ti Tj (E (n)k )=TjTi (E
(n)
k ) with k } j=&1, k } i= &1, n # N, if i } j=0.
Let V$A be the subalgebra of AU+ generated by the elements E (n)i , E
(n)
j
with n # N.
Lemma 4.4.
(a) Multiplication in U+ defines a surjective map V$V  U+.
(b) Multiplication in AU+ defines a surjective map V$AA VA  AU+.
We prove (b). Assume that i } j=&1. Let J be the image of the map
in (b). By definition, the A-module A U+ is generated by products
(c) E (n1)k1 E
(n2)
k2 } } } E
(nq)
kq
for various k1 , k2 , ..., kq in I and n1 , n2 , ..., nq in N. Since J is an A-sub-
module, it is enough to show that any product as in (c) belongs to J.
Using 4.2(a), (b), (c) repeatedly, we can gradually bring the factors E (n)i
in (c) to the left. We see that the product (c) is an A-linear combination
of elements of form
(d) E (n)i p
where p is a product of factors E (m)k with k{i, m # N and Ti (E
(m)
k ) with
k } i=&1, m # N. Hence it is enough to show that any element as in (d)
belongs to J.
Using 4.2(d)(i) repeatedly, we can gradually bring the factors Ti (E (n)j )
in p to the left. We see that the product (d) is an A-linear combination of
elements of form
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(e) E (n)i Ti (E
(n$)
j ) p$
where p$ is a product of factors E (m)k with k{i, m # N; Ti (E
(m)
k ) with
k } i=&1, k } j=0, m # N; Ti Tj (E (m)k ) with k } j=&1, k } i=0, m # N;
Tj Ti (E (m)k ) with k } i= &1, k } j=0, m # N. Hence it is enough to show that
any element as in (e) belongs to J.
Using 4.2( j)(o) repeatedly, we can gradually bring the factors E (n)j in p$
to the left. We see that the product (e) is an A-linear combination of
elements of form
(f) E (n)i Ti (E
(n$)
j ) E
(n")
j p"
where p" is a product of generators of VA. Now E (n)i Ti (E
(n$)
j ) E
(n")
j # V$A , so
that an element as in (f ) belongs to J. This proves (b) in the case where
i } j=&1. The proof in the case i } j=0 is similar (and simpler). Now (a)
follows immediately from (b). The lemma is proved.
Lemma 4.5. Let u # V. If i } j=&1, the elements T&1i (u), T
&1
j (u),
T&1i T
&1
j (u), T
&1
j T
&1
i (u), T
&1
i T
&1
j T
&1
i (u) of U belongs to U
+.
If i } j=0, the elements T&1i (u), T
&1
j (u), T
&1
i T
&1
j (u) of U belongs to U
+.
We consider the case where i } j=&1. We may assume that u is one of
the algebra generators of V.
(a) Assume first that u=Ek with k  [i, j]. The elements
T&1i (Ek), T
&1
j (Ek), T
&1
i T
&1
j (Ek), T
&1
j T
&1
i (Ek), T
&1
i T
&1
j T
&1
i (Ek)
belong to U+ by [L, 40.1.3].
(b) Assume next that u=Ti (Ek) with k } i= &1. The elements
T&1i (Ti (Ek))=Ek , T
&1
j (Ti (Ek))=T
&1
j T
&1
k (Ei),
T&1i T
&1
j (Ti (Ek))=T
&1
i T
&1
j T
&1
k (Ei),
T&1j T
&1
i (Ti (Ek))=T
&1
j (Ek), T
&1
i T
&1
j T
&1
i (Ti (Ek))=T
&1
i T
&1
j (Ek)
belong to U by [L, 40.1.3].
(c) Assume next that u=Tj (Ek) with k } j=&1. This case is sym-
metric to case (b).
(d) Assume next that u=TiTj (Ek) with k } j=&1. The elements
T&1i (TiTj (Ek))=Tj (Ek), T
&1
j (TiTj (Ek))=T
&1
j T
&1
k T
&1
j (Ei),
T&1i T
&1
j (Ti Tj (Ek))=T
&1
i T
&1
j T
&1
k T
&1
j (Ei),
T&1j T
&1
i (Ti Tj (Ek))=Ek , T
&1
i T
&1
j T
&1
i (Ti Tj (Ek))=T
&1
i (Ek)
belong to U+ by [L, 40.1.3].
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(e) Assume next that u=Tj Ti (Ek) with k } i=&1. This case is sym-
metric to case (d).
The case where i } j=0 is similar (and simpler). The lemma is proved.
Lemma 4.6. Let u # V. We have i r(u)=0, j r(u)=0.
According to 1.1, an element u$ # U+ satisfies i r(u$)=0 if and only if
T&1i (u$) # U
+. The same holds of course when i is replaced by j. Therefore
the lemma follows from 4.5.
Proposition 4.7. (a) Multiplication in U+ defines an isomorphism
V$V[U+.
(b) Multiplication in AU+ defines an isomorphism V$AA VA [ AU+.
Assume that i } j=&1. In the proof we shall use the following fact.
(c) If a # N E
(a)
i za=0 where za # U
+ are zero for all but finitely
many a and satisfy i r(za)=0, then za=0 for all a.
(See [L, 38.1.5].) Assume now that the equality
:
a, b, c
E (a)i Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j xa,b, c=0
holds in U+A , where (a, b, c) runs over N
3 and xa, b,c # VA are zero for all
but finitely many indices. We will show that xa, b, c=0 for all (a, b, c).
We have i r(Ti (E (b)j ) E
(c)
j )=0, since T
 1
i (Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j )=E
(b)
j T
1
i (E
(c)
j ) # U
+.
Also i r(xa, b, c)=0 since xa, b, c # V. Hence. if za=b, c Ti (E (b)j ) E
(c)
j xa, b,c ,
then i r(za)=0. By assumption, a # N E
(a)
i za=0; using (c) it follows that
za=0 for all a. We then have T&1i (za)=0, that is,
(d) b,c E (b)j T
&1
i (E
(c)
j ) T
&1
i (xa, b,c)=0.
We have j r(T&1i (E
(c)
j ))=0 since T
&1
j T
&1
i (E
(c)
j )=E
(c)
i # U
+. Moreover,
j r(T&1i (xa, b, c))=0 by Lemma 4.6. Hence, if za,b=c T
&1
i (E
(c)
j ) T
&1
i (xa,b, c),
then j r(za, b)=0. By (d), we have b E (b)j za,b=0; using (c) (for j instead
of i), it follows that za, b=0 for all a, b. It follows that Ti (za, b)=0, that is,
c E (c)j xa, b,c=0. We now use again (c) (for j instead of i); note that
j r(xa,b, c)=0 since xa, b, c # V. We deduce that xa, b, c=0 for all a, b, c, as
stated above.
This, together with the fact that [E (a)i Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j | (a, b, c) # N
3] is an
A-basis of V$A (which follows from [L, 41.1.7]) shows that the map in (b)
is injective. That map is surjective by 4.4. Hence it is an isomorphism. This
proves (b) in the case where i } j=&1. The proof in the case where i } j=0
is similar (and simpler). The proof of (a) is entirely similar to that of (b).
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Lemma 4.8. (a) Let z, z$ be two elements of V and let (a, b, c), (a$, b$, c$)
be elements of N3. If i } j=&1, the inner product (E (a)i Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j z,
E (a$)i Ti (E
(b$)
j ) E
(c$)
j z$) is equal to (z, z$)(E
(a)
i , E
(a)
i )(E
(b)
j ,E
(b)
j )(E
(c)
i , E
(c)
i ) if
(a, b, c)=(a$, b$, c$) and is equal to zero if (a, b, c){(a$, b$, c$). If i } j=0,
the inner product (E (a)i E
(b)
j z, E
(a$)
i E
(b$)
j z$) is equal to (z, z$)(E
(a)
i , E
(a)
i )
(E (b)j , E
(b)
j ) if (a, b)=(a$, b$) and is equal to zero if (a, b){(a$, b$).
(b) If, in addition, z # L, then E (a)i Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j z # L (when
i } j=&1), E (a)i E
(b)
j z # L (when i } j=0).
Assume that i } j= &1. (a) follows from [L, 38.2.3]; that result is
applicable since T&1i T
&1
j T
&1
i (z), T
&1
j T
&1
i (z), T
&1
i (z), T
&1
i T
&1
j T
&1
i (z$),
T&1j T
&1
i (z$), T
&1
i (z$) belong to U
+. (See Lemma 4.5).
We prove (b). If u=E (a)i Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j z, then by (a) we have
(u, u)=(z, z)(E (a)i , E
(a)
i )(E
(b)
j , E
(b)
j )(E
(c)
i , E
(c)
i ).
By [L, 1.4.4], we have
(c) (E (a)i , E
(a)
i )(E
(b)
j , E
(b)
j )(E
(c)
i , E
(c)
i ) # 1+v
&1A
and by assumption, (z, z) # A. It follows that (u, u) # A. Clearly, u # A f.
Hence u # L.
The case where i } j=0 is similar (and simpler).
Lemma 4.9. Assume that i } j=&1. Let u # L. According to 4.7(b), we
can write uniquely u=a,b, c ya, b, c with ya, b, c=E (a)i Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j xa, b, c , where
(a, b, c) runs over N3 and xa, b, c # VA are zero for all but finitely many indices.
(a) We have xa, b, c # L and ya, b, c # L for all (a, b, c).
(b) If (u, u) # 1+v&1A, then there exists a unique (a, b, c) # N3 such
that ya$, b$, c$ # v&1L for all (a$, b$, c$){(a, b, c). We have xa,b, c=\;
mod v&1L for some ; # B.
We may assume that u{0; otherwise, there is nothing to prove. We have
ya, b, c{0 for some (a, b, c). Then we can find t # Z such that v&tya, b,c # L
for all (a, b, c) and v&t+1ya, b,c  L for some (a, b, c). We have
v&2t( ya, b, c , ya, b, c)=#a, b, c mod v&1A where #a, b, c # N are not all zero. From
4.8(a), it follows that (u, u)=a, b,c ( ya, b, c , ya,b, c). Hence
(c) v&2t(u, u)=a, b,c #a, b, c mod v&1A and a,b, c #a, b, c>0.
Since (u, u) # A, it follows that t0. From v&tya, b, c # L it now follows that
ya, b, c # L or equivalently ( ya, b,c , ya, b, c) # A for all (a, b, c). From 4.8(a) we
have
(d) (xa, b, c , xa, b, c)(E (a)i , E
(a)
i )(E
(b)
j , E
(b)
j )(E
(c)
i , E
(c)
i )=( ya,b,c , ya,b,c) # A.
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This together with 4.8(c) shows that (xa, b, c , xa, b, c) # A or, equivalently,
xa, b,c # L for all (a, b, c). This proves (a).
Now assume that (u, u) # 1+v&1A. Then from (c) we deduce that t=0
and that a, b, c #a,b, c=1. Since #a, b, c # N for all (a, b, c), it follows that there
exists a unique (a, b, c) such that #a, b, c=1 and #a$, b$, c$=0 for all
(a$, b$, c$){(a, b, c). Then (ya, b, c , ya, b,c) # 1+v&1A and ( ya$, b$, c$ , ya$,b$, c$) #
v&1A for all (a$, b$, c$){(a, b, c).
Using again (d) and 4.8(c), we deduced that (xa, b, c , xa, b, c) # 1+v&1A
and (xa$, b$, c$ , xa$, b$, c$) # v&1A for all (a$, b$, c$){(a, b, c).
Now (b) follows from [L, 16.2.5(b), (c)]. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 4.10. Assume that i } j=0. Let u # L. According to 4.7(b) we can
write uniquely u=a, b ya, b with ya, b=E (a)i E
(b)
j xa, b , where (a, b) runs over
N2 and xa, b # VA are zero for all but finitely many indices.
(a) We have xa, b # L and ya,b # L for all (a, b).
(b) If (u, u) # 1+v&1A, then there exists a unique (a, b) # N3 such that
ya$, b$ # v&1L for all (a$, b$){(a, b). We have xa, b=\; mod v&1L for some
; # B.
The proof is entirely similar to that of 4.9.
5. PREPARATORY RESULTS
5.1. In this section we preserve the setup of 4.1. We assume that
i } j=&1. For any k # I, let , k , =~ k : U+  U+ be the Kashiwara operators
(see [L, 17.3]). These operators map L into itself (see [L, 17.3.4]).
Lemma 5.2. Let b, c # N. Let x # L & V. Then
(a) E (b+c)j E
(c)
i =
c
n=0 v
&(b+c&n)(c&n)E (c&n)i Ti (E
(n)
j ) E
(b+c&n)
j ;
(b) Ti (E (b)j ) E
(c)
j x # L, E
(b+c)
j E
(c)
i x # L and Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j x=
E (b+c)j E
(c)
i x mod v
&1L.
(c) =~ ci =~
b+c
j (Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j x)=x mod v
&1L.
(a) is a special case of [L, 42.1.2(b)]. We prove (b). From (a) we deduce
E (b+c)j E
(c)
i x= :
c
n=0
v&(b+c&n)(c&n)E (c&n)i Ti (E
(n)
j ) E
(b+c&n)
j x.
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From 4.8(b) we see that
E (c&n)i Ti (E
(n)
j ) E
(b+c&n)
j x # L for all n # [0, c].
Now v&(b+c&n)(c&n) is 1 if n=c and is in v&1Z[v&1] if n # [0, c&1]. This
clearly implies (b).
We prove (c). Since j r(x)=0, we have j r(E (c)i x)=0, hence by the defini-
tion of =~ j we have
=~ b+cj (E
(b+c)
j E
(c)
i x)=E
(c)
i x.
Since i r(x)=0, we have =~ ci (E
(c)
i x)=x, by the definition of =~ i . Thus we have
=~ ci =~
b+c
j (E
(b+c)
j E
(c)
i x)=x.
Thus, (c) follows from (b).
Lemma 5.3. Let b, c # N. Let x # L & V. Assume that (x, x) # 1+v&1A.
Let x$=T&1i (x) so that x$ # L.
(a) There exists d # N and y # V & L such that x$=E (d )i y mod v
&1L
and Tj (E (c)i )x$=Tj (E
(c)
i ) E
(d )
i y mod v
&1L. We fix such d and y.
(b) We have Tj (E (c)i ) E
(d )
i y=,
c+d
i ,
d
j ( y) mod v
&1L.
(c) We have Tj (E (c)i )x$=,
c+d
i ,
d
j =~
d
i (x$) mod v
&1L.
(d) We have E (b)j Tj (E
(c)
i )x$=,
b
j (Tj (E
(c)
i )x$).
(e) We have E (b)j Tj (E
(c)
i )x$=,
b
j ,
c+d
i ,
d
j =~
d
i (x$) mod v
&1L.
We prove (a). Using 4.7(b) with i, j interchanged we can write uniquely
(f ) x$=a$, b$, c$ E (a$)j Tj (E
(b$)
i ) E
(c$)
i x$a$, b$,c$
where (a$, b$, c$) runs over N3 and x$a$,b$,c$ # VA are zero for all but finitely many
indices. Since x # V, we have T&1j T
&1
i (x) # U
+ and T&1i T
&1
j T
&1
i (x) # U
+.
Hence T&1j (x$) # U
+ and T&1i T
&1
j (x$) # U
+.
Applying T&1j to (f ) and using the uniqueness of triangular decomposi-
tion in U together with T&1j (x$) # U
+, we see that x$a$, b$,c$=0 whenever
a$>0. Applying T&1i T
&1
j to (f ) and using the uniqueness of triangular
decomposition in U together with T&1i T
&1
j (x$) # U
+, we see that x$0,b$, c$=0
whenever b$>0. We see that
(g) x$=c$ E (c$)i x$0, 0, c$ .
Now from (x, x) # 1+v&1A we deduce that (x$, x$) # 1+v&1A (see [L,
38.2.1]). We may apply 4.9(b) (with i, j interchanged) to x$ in the form (g)
and we see that there exists d # N such that x$=E (d)i x$0, 0, d mod v
&1L and
E (c$)i x$0, 0, c$ # v
&1L for all c${d.
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Now Tj (E (c)i ) x$=c$ Tj (E
(c)
i ) E
(c$)
i x$0,0, c$ and to complete the proof of
(a) it remains to show that
Tj (E (c)i ) E
(c$)
i x$0, 0,c$ # v
&1L for all c${d.
Now E (c$)i x$0, 0, c$ # U
+ & Tj (U+) & TjTi (U+), since both E (c$)i and x$0, 0, c$
belong to that intersection. By [L, 38.2.3] we have (Tj (E (c)i )z, Tj (E
(c)
i )z)=
(E (c)i , E
(c)
i )(z, z) for any z # U
+ & Tj (U+) & TjTi (U+). In particular,
(Tj (E (c)i ) E
(c$)
i x$0, 0, c$ , Tj (E
(c)
i ) E
(c$)
i x$0, 0, c$)
=(E (c)i , E
(c)
i )(E
(c$)
i x$0, 0, c$ , E
(c$)
i x$0, 0, c$).
This belongs to v&2A (for c${d ) since E (c$)i x$0, 0,c$ # v
&1L so that
(E (c$)i x$0, 0, c$ , E
(c$)
i x$0, 0, c$) # v
&2A and (E (c)i , E
(c)
i ) # A. It follows that
Tj (E (c)i ) E
(c$)
i x$0, 0,c$ # v
&1L and the proof of (a) is complete. (We take
y=x$0, 0, d .)
Now (b) follows from 4.2(c) (with i, j interchanged) applied to y instead
of x.
We prove (c). Since i r( y)=0 we have =~ di (E
(d )
i y)=y. Hence =~
d
i (x$)=y
mod v&1L.
It follows that , c+di ,
d
j =~
d
i (x$)=,
c+d
i ,
d
j ( y) mod v
&1L. This, together with
(b) and the second congruence in (a) implies (c).
We prove (d). We have T&1j (Tj (E
(c)
i )x$)=E
(c)
i T
&1
j T
&1
i (x) # U
+ hence
j r(Tj (E (c)i )x$)=0. This implies (d).
Now (e) follows from (c) and (d). The lemma is proved.
6. ON sgn(;)
In this section we preserve the setup of 4.1.
Lemma 6.1. Let x # Ti (U+) & U+ and let x$=T&1i (x) # U
+ & T&1i (U
+).
Assume that x # f&/f=U+ for some &. Assume also that x # L and (x, x) #
1+v&1A. Then there exists a word 8 in , k , =~ k ( for various k # I ) such that
x$=8(x) mod v&1L.
We argue by induction on tr(&). If &=0, we have x=x$ and we may take
8 to be the empty word. We may therefore assume that tr(&)1. By [L,
14.2.2], there exists ; # B # U+ such that
(a) x=\; mod v&1L.
We have ;{1, hence we can find j # I such that
(b) ; # Ej U+
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(see [L, 14.3.3]). Then =~ j (;){0 mod v&1L hence =~ j (x){0 mod v&1L.
We show that i{ j. Assume that i= j. Since x # Ti (U+) & U+, we have
i r(x)=0 hence =~ i (x)=0. It follows that i{ j. Thus, i } j equals &1 or 0.
Assume first that i } j= &1. Using 4.7(b), we can write uniquely
x= :
a, b, c
E (a)i Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j xa, b, c
where (a, b, c) runs over N3 and xa, b, c # VA are zero for all but finitely
many indices. We necessarily have
xa, b,c # f&&ai&b(i+ j)&cj/f=U+.
By 4.6, we have i r(xa, b, c)= j r(xa, b, c)=0 for all a, b, c. We have
T&1i (Ti (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j ) # U
+ hence i r(Ti (E (b)j ) E
(c)
j )=0 (see 1.1). It follows that
i r(b,c Ti (E (b)j ) E
(c)
j x0, b, c)=0; using the definitions, we see that
x= i?(x)=:
b,c
Ti (E (b)j ) E
(c)
j x0, b,c .
Applying 4.9(b), we see that there exists a unique (b, c) # N2 such that
(c) x&Ti (E (b)j ) E
(c)
j x0, b, c # v
&1L
and x0, b, c=\;$ mod v&1L for some ;$ # B. We have
x0, b, c # f&$/f=U+ where &$=&&b(i+ j)&cj.
Assume that b=c=0. Then x&x0, 0, 0 # v&1L. Since j r(x0, 0, 0)=0 we have
=~ j (x0,0,0)=0 hence =~ j (x) # v&1L; this contradicts the fact (seen earlier) that
=~ j (x){0 mod v&1L. Thus, (b, c){(0, 0) so that tr(&$)=tr(&)&2b&c<
tr(&). Hence the induction hypothesis is applicable to x0, b, c (instead of x).
We see that
(d) T&1i (x0, b, c)=8$(x0, b, c) mod v
&1L
for some word 8$ in , k , =~ k (for various k # I ).
If u=x&Ti (E (b)j ) E
(c)
j x0, b,c , we have (from (c)) (u, u) # v
&2A. Note that
u # U+ & Ti (U+) hence (T&1i (u), T
&1
i (u))=(u, u) (see [L, 38.2.1]). Thus,
(T&1i (u), T
&1
i (u)) # v
&2A or equivalently (vT&1i (u), vT
&1
i (u)) # A. Since
T&1i (u) # AU
+, we must have vT&1i (u) # L, that is T
&1
i (u) # v
&1L or
(e) x$&E (b)j Tj(E
(c)
i ) T
&1
i (x0, b, c) # v
&1L;
we have used T&1i (Ej)=T
&1
j (Ei). Applying 4.3(e) with x, x$ replaced by
x0, b, c , T&1i (x0, b, c), we see that
E (b)j Tj (E
(c)
i ) T
&1
i (x0, b, c)=,
b
j ,
c+d
i ,
d
j =~
d
i (T
&1
i (x0, b, c)) mod v
&1L.
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From this and (e) we deduce
(f ) x$=, bj ,
c+d
i ,
d
j =~
d
i (T
&1
i (x0, b, c)) mod v
&1L.
Applying 5.2(c) with x replaced by x0, b, c , we see that
=~ ci =~
b+c
j (T
&1
i (E
(b)
j ) E
(c)
j x0, b, c)=x0, b, c mod v
&1L.
From this and (c) we deduce
(g) =~ ci =~
b+c
j (x)=x0, b, c mod v
&1L.
Combining (d), (f ), (g) we deduce x$=8(x) mod v&1L where 8=
, bj ,
c+d
i ,
d
j =~
d
i 8$=~
c
i =~
b+c
j . This establishes the induction step in the case where
i } j=&1.
Assume next that i } j=0. Using 4.7(b), we can write uniquely
x=:
a, b
E (a)i E
(b)
j xa, b
where (a, b) runs over N2 and xa,b # VA are zero for all but finitely many
indices. We necessarily have
xa, b # f&&ai&bj/f=U+.
By 4.6, we have i r(xa, b)= j r(xa, b)=0 for all a, b. We have i r(E (b)j )=0. It
follows that i r(b, c E (b)j x0, b)=0; using the definitions, we see that
x= i?(x)=:
b
E (b)j x0, b .
Applying 4.10(b), we see that there exists a unique b # N such that
(h) x&E (b)j x0, b=v
&1L
and x0, b=\;$ mod v&1L for some ;$ # B. We have
x0, b # f&$/f=U+ where &$=&&bj.
Assume that b=0. Then x&x0, 0 # v&1L. Since j r(x0, 0)=0 we have
=~ j (x0, 0)=0 hence =~ j (x) # v&1L; this contradicts the fact (seen earlier) that
=~ j (x){0 mod v&1L. Thus b{0 so that tr(&$)=tr(&)&b<tr(&). Hence the
induction hypothesis is applicable to x0,b (instead of x.) We see that
(i) T&1i (x0, b)=8$(x0, b) mod v
&1L
for some word 8$ in , k , =~ k (for various k # I ).
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If u=x&E (b)j x0, b , we have (from (h)) (u, u) # v
&2A. Note that
u # U+ & Ti (U+) hence (T&1i (u), T
&1
i (u))=(u, u). Thus (T
&1
i (u), T
&1
i (u))
# v&2A or equivalently (vT&1i (u), vT
&1
i (u)) # A. Since T
&1
i (u) # AU
+, we
must have vT&1i (u) # L, that is T
&1
i (u) # v
&1L or
(j) x$&E (b)j T
&1
i (x0, b) # v
&1L.
We have j r(T&1i (x0, b))=0 hence E
(b)
j T
&1
i (x0, b)=,
b
j (T
&1
i (x0, b)). Intro-
ducing this in ( j) we obtain
(k) x$=, bj (T
&1
i (x0, b)).
We have j r(x0, b)=0 hence =~ bj (E
(b)
j x0, b)=x0, b . Introducing this in (h), we
obtain
(l) x0,b==~ bj (x) mod v
&1L.
Combining (i), (k), (l) we deduce x$=8(x) mod v&1L where 8=, bj 8$=~
b
j .
This establishes the induction step in the case where i } j=0. The lemma is
proved.
6.2. We now prove that sgn(;)=1 for any ; # B&(B & U+Ei). Let
;$ = }i (;) # B & (B & Ei U+) (see 1.10(c)). By definition, we have
Ti (sgn(;) ?i(;))= i?(;$).
Using 1.8(a), we see that 6.1 is applicable to x= i?(;$). Thus, there exists
a word 8 in , k , =~ k (for various k # I ) such that
(a) sgn(;) ?i(;)=8( i?(;$)) mod v&1L.
From 1.8 we have 8( i?(;$))=8(;$) mod v&1L and sgn(;) ?i(;)=
sgn(;) ; mod v&1L. Introducing this in (a), we obtain
(b) sgn(;) ;=8(;$) mod v&1L.
By a known property of B, from 8(;$){0 mod v&1L it follows that
8(;$)=;" mod v&1L for some ;" # B. In our case we certainly have
8(;$){0 mod v&1L (from (b)). Hence there exists ;" # B such that
sgn(;) ;=;" mod v&1L. This implies that sgn(;)=1.
6.3. In this subsection we give a second proof of the equality sgn(;)=1,
assuming that (I, } ) is simply laced of finite type.
Let h=(i1 , i2 , ..., in) be a sequence in I which corresponds to a reduced
expression for the longest element in the Weyl group. For any c=
(c1 , c2 , ..., cn) # Nn we set
E ch=E
(c1)
i1
Ti1 (E
(c2)
i2
) Ti1Ti2(E
(c3)
i3
) } } } Ti1 Ti2 } } } Tin&1(E
(cn)
in
) # U+.
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We define another sequence h$=(i $1 , i $2 , ..., i $n) which corresponds to a
reduced expression for the longest element in the Weyl group by i $1=i2 ,
i $2=i3 , ..., i $n&1=in (then i $n is uniquely determined.( For any c$ # Nn, the
element E c$h$ # U
+ is well defined.
We shall assume, as we may, that i1=i.
For any c=(c1 , c2 , ..., cn) # Nn such that c1=0, we set c-=
(c2 , c3 , ..., cn , 0). Clearly, for such c we have
(a) T&1i (E
c
h)=E
c$
h$
so that
(b) i r(E ch)=0 and ri (E
c+
h$ )=0.
By [L, 42.1.5], the elements [E ch | c # N
n] form a Z[v&1]-basis of L.
Similarly, the elements [E c$h$ | c$ # N
n] form a Z[v&1]-basis of L.
Now let ; # B&(B & U+Ei) and let ;$=}i (;) # B&(B & EiU+). We can
write uniquely ;$=c # Nn #cE
c
h , ;=c$ # Nn |c$E
c$
h$ where the coefficients
#c , |c$ are in Z[v&1]. From (b) we see that
i?(;$)= :
c # Nn; c1=0
#cE ch ,
?i(;)= :
c$ # Nn; c$n=0
|c$E c$h$ .
(For the last equality we use also Ti $1 Ti $2 } } } Ti $n&1(E
(cn)
i $n
)=E (cn)i .) From
sgn(;) ?i(;)=T&1i (
i?(;$)) and (a) we obtain
sgn(;) :
c$ # Nn; c$n=0
|c$E c$h$= :
c # Nn; c1=0
#cT&1i (E
c
h)= :
c # Nn; c1=0
#cE c$h$ .
It follows that
(c) #c=sgn(;)|c-
for any c # Nn such that c1=0. Since ;$ # B, we have ;$  v&1L. Since
;$= i?(;$) mod v&1L (see 1.8), it follows that i?(;$)  v&1L. Hence
there exists c # Nn such that c1=0 and such that #c  v&1Z[v&1]. For
this c we have #c # 1 + v&1Z[v&1] (see [L, 42.1.10]) and, using (c),
|c- # sgn(;)+v
&1Z[v&1]. Using again [L, 42.1.10] (this time for ;) we see
that |c-  v
&1Z[v&1] implies |c- # 1+v
&1Z[v&1]. It follows that
sgn(;)=1, as desired.
The previous proof shows that, if c, c$ # Nn are defined by ;$=E ch
mod v&1L, ;=E c$h$ mod v
&1L, then c1=0 and c$=c-.
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7. ON sgn(;), CONTINUED
7.1. In this section we give a third proof of the equality sgn(;)=1
which works without assumptions on the Cartan datum. The arguments in
this section are adaptations of arguments in [S].
For an integrable U-module M we consider, following [L, 5.2.1], the
operator Ti : M  M defined by
Ti (z)= :
(a, b, c) # Z3; a&b+c=(i, +)
(&1)b vac&bi F
(a)
i E
(b)
i F
(c)
i z
for z # M +; here M + denotes the +-weight space of M. By [L, 37.1.2], we
have
Ti (uz)=Ti (u) Ti (z) for all u # U, z # M.
Lemma 7.2. Let * # X+ and let b # B* & |4+* . Let n=(i, +) .
If E ib=0 mod v&1L* , then n0 and Tib=F ni b mod v
&1L* .
If E i b{0 mod v&1L* , then Tib=0 mod L* .
In particular, Ti (L*)/L* .
According to [L, 5.2.2], if z # |4+* satisfies Eiz=0, then (i, +) 0 and
(a) Ti (F ( j)i z)=(&1)
j v&j((i, +)&j+1)i F
((i, +)&j)
i z, for all j # [0, (i, +)].
The lemma follows from this, using [L, 16.2.7(c), (d)].
Lemma 7.3. Let  u # f and ; # B be such that ri (u)=0 and u=;
mod v&1L. Let * # X+. Let b$ # B be defined by _b$=, mi _(;) mod v
&1L
and m=(i, *). We have u+T&1i (!&*)=b$
+!&* mod v&1L* .
Since ri (u)=0, we have u% (m)i =_(,
m
i _(u)). Since u=; mod v
&1L and
_, , i map L into itself, it follows that
u% (m)i =_(,
m
i _(u))=_(,
m
i _(;)) mod v
&1L.
Hence u% (m)i =b$ mod v
&1L. Since (L)+ !&*/L* , it follows that
(u% (m)i )
+ !&*=b$+!&* mod v&1L* .
It remains to use the equality Ti (E (m)i !&*)=!&* which is a special case
of 7.2(a).
7.4. Let ; # B&(B & f%i). Let u=?i(;). We have Ti (u+)=sgn(;) i?(;$)+
where ;$ # B&(B & %i f) and sgn(;)= \1. We must prove that sgn(;)=1.
We choose * # X+ so that ;$+!&* # B* .
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Note that ri (u)=0 and u=; mod v&1L (see 1.8) so that Lemma 7.3 is
applicable. Thus, we have u+T&1i (!&*)=b$
+!&* mod v&1L* where b$ # B
is defined by
(a) _b$=, mi _(;) mod v
&1L and m=(i, *).
Since Ti maps L* into itself (see 7.2), it follows that Ti (u+T&1i (!&*))=
Ti (b$+!&*) mod v&1L* . Equivalently,
Ti (u+)(!&*)=Ti (b$+!&*) mod v&1L* ,
sgn(;) i?(;$)+ !&*=Ti (b$+!&*) mod v&1L* .
By Lemma 1.8, we have i?(;$)=;$ mod v&1L; it follows that
sgn(;) i?(;$)+ !&*=sgn(;) ;$+!&* mod v&1L*
so that
(b) sgn(;) ;$+!&*=Ti (b$+!&*) mod v&1L* .
By our choice of *, the left hand side belongs to sgn(;) B* . By Lemma 7.2,
the right hand side belongs to v&1L* or to B*+v&1L* . This forces
sgn(;)=1.
8. AN APPLICATION
8.1. We identify f=U+ via x [ x+.
The following result provides a parametrization of a substantial part of
the canonical basis. (This result is new only for Cartan data of infinite
type.)
Proposition 8.2. We fix a sequence i1 , i2 , ..., in in I which corresponds to
a reduced expression in the Weyl group of the given Cartan datum.
(a) For any c=(c1 , c2 , ..., cn) # Nn, there exists a unique ;=;c # B
such that
E (c1)i1 Ti1(E
(c2)
i2
) Ti1 Ti2(E
(c3)
i3
) } } } Ti1 Ti2 } } } Tin&1(E
(cn)
in
)=; mod v&1L.
(b) The map Nn  B given by c [ ;c is injective.
We prove (a) by induction on n0. The result is obvious for n=0.
Assume now that n1. Let
x$=E (c2)i2 Ti2(E
(c3
i3
) } } } Ti2 } } } Tin&1(E
(cn)
in
),
x=Ti1(x$)=Ti1(E
(c2)
i2
) Ti1 Ti2(E
(c3)
i3
) } } } Ti1 Ti2 } } } Tin&1(E
(cn)
in
).
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By [L, 40.2.1] we have x # U+A . By [L, 40.2.4], we have (x, x) # 1+A.
Hence x= \;1 mod v&1L for some ;1 # B. We will show that the sign in
the last equation is +.
By the induction hypothesis, we have x$=;2 mod v&1L for some ;2 # B.
We set i=i1 . Let y= i?(;$), y$=?i(;2).
From 1.8, we see that ?i, i? map L into itself. Hence x$=?(x$)=
\?i(;2) mod v&1L so that x$=y$ mod v&1L and similarly \x=y
mod v&1L. Since x{0 mod v&1L, we have y{0 mod v&1L so that
;1 # B&(B & %i f). Similarly, ;2 # B&(B & f%i).
By 1.2, we have Ti ( y$)=y. Let z=v(x$&y$) # f i & L. Since (z, z) # A,
we see from [L, 38.2.1] that (Ti (z), Ti (z)) # A. It follows that Ti (z)=
v(x&y) # L. Comparing this with \x=y mod v&1L, we deduce that
\x&x=0 mod v&1L. Since x=\;1 mod v&1L, it follows that the sign
\ is +. Thus,
(c) x # B+v&1L.
Let u = E (c1)i x. Since x # U
+ & T&1i U
+, we have i r(x) = 0. Hence
, c1i (x)=E
(c1)
i x. We apply ,
c1
i to (c). We deduce that u=; mod v
&1L for
some ; # B _ [0]. Actually, ;{0 since (u, u) # 1+v&1A. Note that ; is
uniquely determined. Indeed, if two elements of B are equal modulo v&1L,
then they are equal. This completes the proof of (a).
We prove (b). Let c, c$ be distinct elements of Nn. Let Ec be the product
in (a) and let Ec$ be the analogous product defined in terms of c$. Assume
that ;c=;c$ . Then Ec=Ec$+v&1p where p # L. Hence (Ec , Ec)=
(Ec , Ec$)+v&1(Ec , p). By [L, 40.2.4], we have
(Ec , Ec) # 1+v&1A and (Ec , Ec$)=0,
hence Ec # L, so that
(d) v&1(Ec , p) # 1+v&1A.
Since B is a Z[v&1]-basis of L and (B, B) # A, we must have (L, L)/A.
In particular, v&1(Ec , p) # v&1A, which contradicts (d). The proposition is
proved.
A similar proof yields the following generalization of the previous
proposition.
Proposition 8.3. We fix a sequence i1 , i2 , ..., in in I which corresponds to
a reduced expression in the Weyl group of the given Cartan datum. Assume
that we are given an integer p # [0, 1, 2, ..., n]. Let R be the set of all
u # B+v&1L such that
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Tis Tis+1 } } } Tip(u) # U
+ for s=1, 2, ..., p and
T&1ir T
&1
ir&1 } } } T
&1
ip+1(u) # U
+ for r=p+1, p+2, ..., n.
(a) For any u # R and any c=(c1 , c2 , ..., cn) # Nn, there exists a unique
;=;u, c # B such that
E (cp+1)ip+1 Tip+1(E
(cp+2)
ip+2 ) } } } Tip+1 Tip+2 } } } Tin&1(E
(cn)
in )
_uT&1ip T
&1
ip&1 } } } T
&1
i2
(E (ci1)i1 ) } } } T
&1
ip (E
(cp&1)
ip&1 ) E
(cp)
ip
is equal to ; modulo v&1L.
(b) If u, u$ # R and c, c$ # Nn are such that ;u, c=;u$, c$ mod v
&1L,
then u=u$ mod v&1L and c=c$.
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